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The articles [13], [8], [15], [16], [17], [5], [7], [6], [1], [12], [14], [2], [10], [3], [4], [11], [18], and
[9] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. PRELIMINARIES

In this article we present several logical schemes. The schemeSubrelstrExdeals with a non empty
relational structureA , a setB, and a unary predicateP , and states that:

There exists a non empty full strict relational substructureSof A such that for every
elementx of A holdsx is an element ofS if and only if P [x]

provided the following conditions are met:
• P [B], and
• B ∈ the carrier ofA .

The schemeRelstrEqdeals with non empty relational structuresA , B, a unary predicateP , and
a binary predicateQ , and states that:

The relational structure ofA = the relational structure ofB
provided the following conditions are met:

• For every setx holdsx is an element ofA iff P [x],
• For every setx holdsx is an element ofB iff P [x],
• For all elementsa, b of A holdsa≤ b iff Q [a,b], and
• For all elementsa, b of B holdsa≤ b iff Q [a,b].

The schemeSubrelstrEq1deals with a non empty relational structureA , non empty full rela-
tional substructuresB, C of A , and a unary predicateP , and states that:

The relational structure ofB = the relational structure ofC
provided the following conditions are met:

• For every setx holdsx is an element ofB iff P [x], and
• For every setx holdsx is an element ofC iff P [x].

The schemeSubrelstrEq2deals with a non empty relational structureA , non empty full rela-
tional substructuresB, C of A , and a unary predicateP , and states that:

The relational structure ofB = the relational structure ofC
provided the parameters have the following properties:

• For every elementx of A holdsx is an element ofB iff P [x], and
• For every elementx of A holdsx is an element ofC iff P [x].

Next we state three propositions:
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(1) For all binary relationsR, Q holdsR⊆Q iff R̀ ⊆Q` andR̀ ⊆Q iff R⊆Q`.

(3)1 Let L, Sbe relational structures. Then

(i) S is a relational substructure ofL iff Sop is a relational substructure ofLop, and

(ii) Sop is a relational substructure ofL iff S is a relational substructure ofLop.

(4) LetL, Sbe relational structures. Then

(i) S is a full relational substructure ofL iff Sop is a full relational substructure ofLop, and

(ii) Sop is a full relational substructure ofL iff S is a full relational substructure ofLop.

Let L be a relational structure and letSbe a full relational substructure ofL. ThenSop is a strict
full relational substructure ofLop.

Let X be a set and letL be a non empty relational structure. Observe thatX 7−→ L is nonempty.
Let Sbe a relational structure and letT be a non empty reflexive relational structure. One can

verify that there exists a map fromS into T which is monotone.
Let L be a non empty relational structure. Note that every map fromL into L which is projection

is also monotone and idempotent.
Let S, T be non empty reflexive relational structures and letf be a monotone map fromS into

T. Note thatf ◦ is monotone.
Let L be a 1-sorted structure. Observe that idL is one-to-one.
Let L be a non empty reflexive relational structure. Observe that idL is sups-preserving and

infs-preserving.
We now state the proposition

(5) LetL be a relational structure andSbe a subset ofL. Then idS is a map from sub(S) into L
and for every mapf from sub(S) into L such thatf = idS holds f is monotone.

Let L be a non empty reflexive relational structure. One can verify that there exists a map from
L into L which is sups-preserving, infs-preserving, closure, kernel, and one-to-one.

One can prove the following proposition

(6) LetL be a non empty reflexive relational structure,c be a closure map fromL into L, andx
be an element ofL. Thenc(x)≥ x.

Let S, T be 1-sorted structures, letf be a function from the carrier ofS into the carrier ofT, and
let R be a 1-sorted structure. Let us assume that the carrier ofR⊆ the carrier ofS. The functorf �R
yielding a map fromR into T is defined by:

(Def. 1) f �R= f �the carrier ofR.

The following two propositions are true:

(7) Let S, T be relational structures,R be a relational substructure ofS, and f be a function
from the carrier ofS into the carrier ofT. Then f �R= f �the carrier ofR and for every setx
such thatx∈ the carrier ofRholds( f �R)(x) = f (x).

(8) Let S, T be relational structures andf be a map fromS into T. Supposef is one-to-one.
Let Rbe a relational substructure ofS. Then f �R is one-to-one.

Let S, T be non empty reflexive relational structures, letf be a monotone map fromS into T,
and letRbe a relational substructure ofS. One can verify thatf �R is monotone.

Next we state the proposition

(9) Let S, T be non empty relational structures,R be a non empty relational substructure of
S, f be a map fromS into T, andg be a map fromT into S. Supposef is one-to-one and
g = f−1. Theng� Im( f �R) is a map from Im( f �R) into Randg� Im( f �R) = ( f �R)−1.

1 The proposition (2) has been removed.
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2. THE LATTICE OF CLOSURE OPERATORS

Let Sbe a relational structure and letT be a non empty reflexive relational structure. Observe that
MonMaps(S,T) is non empty.

One can prove the following proposition

(10) LetSbe a relational structure,T be a non empty reflexive relational structure, andx be a
set. Thenx is an element of MonMaps(S,T) if and only if x is a monotone map fromS into
T.

Let L be a non empty reflexive relational structure. The functor ClOpers(L) yields a non empty
full strict relational substructure of MonMaps(L,L) and is defined by:

(Def. 2) For every mapf from L into L holds f is an element of ClOpers(L) iff f is closure.

The following propositions are true:

(11) LetL be a non empty reflexive relational structure andx be a set. Thenx is an element of
ClOpers(L) if and only if x is a closure map fromL into L.

(12) Let X be a set,L be a non empty relational structure,f , g be functions fromX into the
carrier ofL, andx, y be elements ofLX. If x = f andy = g, thenx≤ y iff f ≤ g.

(13) Let L be a complete lattice,c1, c2 be maps fromL into L, and x, y be elements of
ClOpers(L). If x = c1 andy = c2, thenx≤ y iff c1 ≤ c2.

(14) Let L be a reflexive relational structure andS1, S2 be full relational substructures ofL.
Suppose the carrier ofS1 ⊆ the carrier ofS2. ThenS1 is a relational substructure ofS2.

(15) LetL be a complete lattice andc1, c2 be closure maps fromL into L. Thenc1 ≤ c2 if and
only if Im c2 is a relational substructure of Imc1.

3. THE LATTICE OF CLOSURE SYSTEMS

Let L be a relational structure. The functor Sub(L) yields a strict non empty relational structure and
is defined by the conditions (Def. 3).

(Def. 3)(i) For every setx holdsx is an element of Sub(L) iff x is a strict relational substructure of
L, and

(ii) for all elementsa, b of Sub(L) holdsa≤ b iff there exists a relational structureRsuch that
b = Randa is a relational substructure ofR.

Next we state the proposition

(16) LetL, Rbe relational structures andx, y be elements of Sub(L). Supposey= R. Thenx≤ y
if and only if x is a relational substructure ofR.

Let L be a relational structure. Note that Sub(L) is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive.
Let L be a relational structure. One can verify that Sub(L) is complete.
Let L be a complete lattice. One can verify that every relational substructure ofL which is infs-

inheriting is also non empty and every relational substructure ofL which is sups-inheriting is also
non empty.

Let L be a relational structure. A system ofL is a full relational substructure ofL.
Let L be a non empty relational structure and letSbe a system ofL. We introduceS is closure

as a synonym ofS is infs-inheriting.
Let L be a non empty relational structure. Observe that sub(ΩL) is infs-inheriting and sups-

inheriting.
Let L be a non empty relational structure. The functor ClosureSystems(L) yields a full strict non

empty relational substructure of Sub(L) and is defined by the condition (Def. 4).
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(Def. 4) LetR be a strict relational substructure ofL. ThenR is an element of ClosureSystems(L)
if and only if R is infs-inheriting and full.

One can prove the following two propositions:

(17) Let L be a non empty relational structure andx be a set. Thenx is an element of
ClosureSystems(L) if and only if x is a strict closure system ofL.

(18) LetL be a non empty relational structure,R be a relational structure, andx, y be elements
of ClosureSystems(L). Supposey = R. Thenx≤ y if and only if x is a relational substructure
of R.

4. ISOMORPHISM BETWEEN CLOSURE OPERATORS AND CLOSURE SYSTEMS

Let L be a non empty poset and leth be a closure map fromL into L. One can verify that Imh is
infs-inheriting.

Let L be a non empty poset. The functor ClImageMap(L) yielding a map from ClOpers(L) into
(ClosureSystems(L))op is defined as follows:

(Def. 5) For every closure mapc from L into L holds(ClImageMap(L))(c) = Imc.

Let L be a non empty relational structure and letSbe a relational substructure ofL. The closure
operation ofS is a map fromL into L and is defined by:

(Def. 6) For every elementx of L holds (the closure operation ofS)(x) = d−eL(↑x∩ the carrier ofS).

Let L be a complete lattice and letSbe a closure system ofL. Note that the closure operation of
S is closure.

Next we state two propositions:

(19) LetL be a complete lattice andSbe a closure system ofL. Then Im(the closure operation
of S) = the relational structure ofS.

(20) For every complete latticeL and for every closure mapc from L into L holds the closure
operation of Imc = c.

Let L be a complete lattice. Note that ClImageMap(L) is one-to-one.
Next we state two propositions:

(21) For every complete latticeL holds(ClImageMap(L))−1 is a map from(ClosureSystems(L))op

into ClOpers(L).

(22) Let L be a complete lattice andS be a strict closure system ofL. Then
(ClImageMap(L))−1(S) = the closure operation ofS.

Let L be a complete lattice. Note that ClImageMap(L) is isomorphic.
One can prove the following proposition

(23) For every complete latticeL holds ClOpers(L) and(ClosureSystems(L))op are isomorphic.

5. ISOMORPHISM BETWEEN CLOSURE OPERATORS PRESERVING DIRECTED SUPS AND

SUBALGEBRAS

One can prove the following three propositions:

(24) LetL be a relational structure,Sbe a full relational substructure ofL, andX be a subset of
S. Then

(i) if X is a directed subset ofL, thenX is directed, and

(ii) if X is a filtered subset ofL, thenX is filtered.
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(25) LetL be a complete lattice andSbe a closure system ofL. Then the closure operation ofS
is directed-sups-preserving if and only ifS is directed-sups-inheriting.

(26) LetL be a complete lattice andh be a closure map fromL into L. Thenh is directed-sups-
preserving if and only if Imh is directed-sups-inheriting.

Let L be a complete lattice and letSbe a directed-sups-inheriting closure system ofL. Note that
the closure operation ofS is directed-sups-preserving.

Let L be a complete lattice and leth be a directed-sups-preserving closure map fromL into L.
Observe that Imh is directed-sups-inheriting.

Let L be a non empty reflexive relational structure. The functor ClOpers∗(L) yields a non empty
full strict relational substructure of ClOpers(L) and is defined by the condition (Def. 7).

(Def. 7) Let f be a closure map fromL into L. Then f is an element of ClOpers∗(L) if and only if
f is directed-sups-preserving.

We now state the proposition

(27) LetL be a non empty reflexive relational structure andx be a set. Thenx is an element of
ClOpers∗(L) if and only if x is a directed-sups-preserving closure map fromL into L.

Let L be a non empty relational structure. The functor Subalgebras(L) yields a full strict non
empty relational substructure of ClosureSystems(L) and is defined by the condition (Def. 8).

(Def. 8) LetR be a strict closure system ofL. ThenR is an element of Subalgebras(L) if and only
if R is directed-sups-inheriting.

The following two propositions are true:

(28) Let L be a non empty relational structure andx be a set. Thenx is an element of
Subalgebras(L) if and only if x is a strict directed-sups-inheriting closure system ofL.

(29) For every complete latticeL holds Im(ClImageMap(L)�ClOpers∗(L))= (Subalgebras(L))op.

Let L be a complete lattice. Note that(ClImageMap(L)�ClOpers∗(L))◦ is isomorphic.
The following proposition is true

(30) For every complete latticeL holds ClOpers∗(L) and(Subalgebras(L))op are isomorphic.
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